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        continuing:

   0.5mg -                                                 4-Bromo-2-carbon.
   1.0mg - 
   1.6mg -                                                  paper [with] Henry:
   2.1mg -                                                       thresh: 6
   2.6mg -                                                    [active 10-15]
   3.2mg ±
   3.8mg -       See page 172 (June 25 1974 - Oct 24 1976)
   4.5mg +
   5.5mg +
   7.0mg +++
   7.0mg +
   7.0mg +
   8.0mg +
±  8.2mg 2:20PM [0:00] ATS Nov 7 1976. slightest effect if any [1:00-2:00] at
         [3:00] certainly sober in every way.

++  10mg 10:04AM [0:00] ATS Dec 27 1976- C. Marsh p:211 7.0mg (he +++)(we ++)(or +)
         1st effects at [0:30][1:00-2:00] talk - some object pulsing - "Kribbeln"
         [3:00-3:30] eat normally. Mandy was control [5:00-6:00] trace residue -
         overall (+) or (++) (of max of ++++) CM gives ++ at 7.

±   12mg 12:48PM [0:00] ATS Feb. 1977, at [0:30] a wee bit light head? [1:00] 10%
         window - but it came upon me slowly without noise - I didn't see it as it
         came - overall substantially no effect! Two recent historys to consider.
         Yesterday (1/31/77)- 5mg N-Me DOB. Also, 10mg above was with someone, and
         this was alone. Give ±

±   10mg 2:32 [5:30 of escaline q.v.=0:00] 8/14/77 [0:45] hints of light-headedness
         - at [1:00] ± only [1:30] I am obviously functionally tolerant to all
         window effects - also light chest pain - complete wash out for a few days.

+   16mg 9:30PM=[0:00] 9/21/77 on flight to Atlanta. intense talk [with] passenger
         - some moments of visual - no sleep - not too good an environment to test.
         probably +.

+   10mg 6:35AM=[0:00] 4/25/78 - after 1 week clear [0:30] alert [1:00] at + could
         be easily suppressed. easy eroticism - [4:00] completely clear - muddied
         effects - not much window.

+   16mg 7:50AM =[0:00] 5/2/78 [0:35] alert [0:50] very little if anything [2:00]
         at + if anything- fully pleasant- good piano- ero-fun. yesterday MDE+LSD.
 
++  20mg+10mg 5/6/78 9:50AM=[0:00] one day after MEM [0:30] nice alert [0:45]
         development [1:00] fully potent erot,ej- [1:15] still develop [1:45] ++ at
         least [2:00] clear call on the phone - east erec. [3:00] coming down - sob
         - [4:00] clear + 10mg [5:15] no added effects - wasted [5:45] no residue.

+   20mg 5/24/75 9:55=[0:00](+15 B.O.) modest intox -+ max.er. OK. unobvious window
                                             5/28/78
+++ 20mg 7/15/78 9:15PM=[0:00][1:00] something nice,      VT 20+(at[2:00]) 44mg
         quiet, strange - [1:20] to + or ++, explosively intense hallucinations - 
         intense erot. [1:40] NT calls - try bed-dark-    blood on  faces-faces in
         eyes closed - wild active 2001 lines [1:50]     window - most incontinent
         light CNS convulsion [2:00] full +++ intense    things OK- living grossly
         neurological excitement [3:00] still +++ still  distorted - chron normal
         neurological excitement.      cont p 279        but intensity     max +++


